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Gefährliche Liebe in Den Rocky Mountains (Flammen Der Leidenschaft 2) - Bella Andre 2022-01-06

Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Jean Oram, Sarina Bowen, Vi Keeland, Winter Renshaw, Meghan March,
Willow Winters, Carly Phillips, Erika Wilde, Kendall Ryan, Jillian Dodd, Melissa Foster, Nana Malone, Anna
Todd, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent and Jay Crownover.
A Love Song for Rebels - Piper Lawson 2020-05-27
I swore I’d never fall for a rockstar. He swore he’d never become one. Tyler didn’t mean to break my heart.
He did it anyway. Now, I’ll never play by anyone’s rules but mine. When he shows up in the last place I
expect, with a confession and a promise… There’s going to be a reckoning. Because the naive girl he
shattered is gone. And the woman in her place is ready for a fight. A Love Song for Rebels is Book 2 in the
angsty new adult, academy-inspired Rivals trilogy and must be read following A Love Song for Liars (Rivals
#1). If your favorite tropes include enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, academy, high school, or rock star /
music, don’t miss Tyler and Annie's epic story! Topics: contemporary romance, small town, second chance,
friends to lovers, series, romantic series, women’s fiction, romance saga, romantic small town, series
starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga, romantic family saga, bestseller romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, captivating
romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, funny romance,
modern romance, new release, forbidden romance, boy band, childhood crush, friends to lovers, one night
stand, second chance romance, hidden romance, strong alpha, alpha hero, family business, strong female
lead, strong heroine, family secrets, top romance reads, best seller, New Adult, Romance books free,
teenage books free, best seller, series, romance novels, love story, alpha, rockstar, high school, prep school,
bully, angst. Other readers of Piper Lawson's books enjoyed books by: Carrie Ann Ryan, Corinne Michaels,
Susan Stoker, Natasha Madison, Chelle Bliss, Chelle Sloane, Sally Thorn, Christina Lauren, Colleen Hoover,
Talia Hibbert, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Kristen Callihan, Penny Reid, Kristen Ashley, KA Tucker,
Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Jean Oram, Sarina Bowen, Vi Keeland, Winter Renshaw, Meghan March,
Willow Winters, Carly Phillips, Erika Wilde, Kendall Ryan, Jillian Dodd, Melissa Foster, Nana Malone, Anna
Todd, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent and Jay Crownover.
Kemp: The Castle in the Marsh - Jonathan Lunn 2019-08-01
Dirt, blood and iron: an unputdownable medieval epic for fans for M.K. Hume and Matt Harffy. France,
1351-2: Kemp and his men are captured in a skirmish near Calais, and subsequently imprisoned in a French
castle. All attempts at escape are punished with death. Then Sir Hugues de Beauconray comes to Kemp
with an offer: escort a Dominican friar on a quest to steal a mysterious book from an abbey in Scotland.
Fail, and ten of Kemp’s friends will be hanged. In the hotly-disputed border country, Kemp will need all his
skills as a swordsman and archer if he is to return to France and rescue his comrades. But more
importantly, survive... A masterful historical thriller, full of nail-biting action and detailed historical
research, perfect for fans of David Gilman, Bernard Cornwell and Giles Kristian.
An Inconvenient Plan - Kylie Gilmore 2018
Long-time frenemies. One-time friends. Both with a plan.Too bad he¿s messing up her plan.And, dammit,
she¿s messing up his.Will these two ever get in synch?
The Billionaire's Proposal - Part 2 - Sierra Rose 2017-02-05

Miss Delectable - Grace Burrowes 2021-01-22
Miss Ann Pearson has spent years learning the difficult art of the professional cook, and jealously guarding
her position in the kitchen of the fancy Coventry Club. When Colonel Sir Orion Goddard asks her to take on
a young apprentice, Ann would rather refuse. But Orion is respectful, gruffly charming, and looking out for
a girl whom others have neglected, and that is a combination Ann cannot resist. Lingering scandal has
taught Orion to make his way along the fringes of polite society without allies or entanglements. Then he
meets Ann, who is fierce, passionate, and warm-hearted, and also worth fighting for. If Orion and Ann are
to forge a new love, they must first learn to trust each other, and find the courage to overcome old enemies
who will do anything to keep the cook and colonel apart.
Tragic Lies - L A Cotton 2021-06-08
From bestselling author L A Cotton, comes a forbidden age-gap romance. Angst... drama... friendship... and
football. Will you survive senior year? Peyton Myers has always been the life of the party. But behind her
smile and sass is a girl lost and alone, searching for her place in the world. Xander Chase has always been
on the outside looking in. But behind his cool indifference and hard exterior is a guy afraid to open his heart
to anyone. When he saves Peyton from a tragic accident, their lives are entwined forever. But Xander's not
the hero of her story... no matter how much she wants him to be. She’s a girl with her whole life ahead of
her. He’s a guy who is drifting through life. And although these two lost souls might be able to heal each
other, there's one glaring problem. She's still in high school... And completely forbidden.
A Love Song for Dreamers - Piper Lawson 2020-07-09
He said I taught him how to dream. Maybe he taught me, too. But when fate brings the strongest man I
know to his knees, dreams aren’t enough to save us. But true love doesn’t fade to silence after a single
verse. Tyler and I have one last chance. And the power to decide how this ends. A tragedy for the ages. Or
the perfect ending to the most beautiful song ever written... Ours. A Love Song for Dreamers is Book 3 in
the angsty new adult, academy-inspired Rivals trilogy and must be read following A Love Song for Liars
(Rivals #1) and A Love Song for Rebels (Rivals #2). Topics: contemporary romance, small town, second
chance, friends to lovers, series, romantic series, women’s fiction, romance saga, romantic small town,
series starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga, romantic family saga, bestseller romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, captivating
romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, funny romance,
modern romance, new release, forbidden romance, boy band, childhood crush, friends to lovers, one night
stand, second chance romance, hidden romance, strong alpha, alpha hero, family business, strong female
lead, strong heroine, family secrets, top romance reads, best seller, New Adult, Romance books free,
teenage books free, best seller, series, romance novels, love story, alpha, rockstar, high school, prep school,
bully, angst. Other readers of Piper Lawson's books enjoyed books by: Carrie Ann Ryan, Corinne Michaels,
Susan Stoker, Natasha Madison, Chelle Bliss, Chelle Sloane, Sally Thorn, Christina Lauren, Colleen Hoover,
Talia Hibbert, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Kristen Callihan, Penny Reid, Kristen Ashley, KA Tucker,
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This is book 2. Nick gives Abby a proposal she can't refuse. Will she fall under his spell? Or will she remain
professional and accept his proposal? rom-com, rom com, love story, love stories, contemporary crush, love
story, romance love, new adult romance, billionaire obsession, contemporary romance and sex, romance
billionaire series, melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, romantic comedy,
billionaire, new adult, second chances, comedy, humor, rich, quick read, serial, series, funny, female
protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set,
romance, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current,
workplace, office, boss, work
Toying: An Ugly Duckling Instalove Romantic Comedy (Unleashed Romance, Book 4) - Kylie Gilmore
2021-06-08
When the male model meets the female mechanic, get ready for a thunderbolt! Sloane When you’re told
you’re the ugly duckling, you learn to set your expectations low. So what do I do when Caleb Robinson, a
gorgeous model, offers to buy me a drink? I turn him down flat. It must be a prank. Two days later, I’m
working at the garage in my dirty blue coveralls with grease smudged on my face, and he shows up to ask
again. I’m floored. What’s this guy up to? Men like him don’t date girls like me. Caleb I’m in full-on pursuit
of the coolest woman ever, who’s destined to be my wife—Sloane Murray. Dad always said that’s how it
happened for him. He proposed to Mom on their first date. I never believed love could happen so quickly,
until now. Slowly but surely, I convince Sloane of my sincerity, and our future has hope until I bring her
into my modeling world. Problem is, she doesn’t fit. And when my career takes off, it’s clear that I can’t
pursue the big dream and my dream girl. If only love were as simple as that first thunderbolt. This romantic
comedy stands alone with a swoonworthy happy-ever-after! No cliffhangers. Unleashed Romance Series
Fetching (Book 1) Dashing (Book 2) Sporting (Book 3) Toying (Book 4) Blazing (Book 5) Chasing (Book 6)
Daring (Book 7) Leading (Book 8) Racing (Book 9) Loving (Book 10) For more humorous contemporary
romance, check out all of Kylie's books! The Rourkes Series Royal Catch (Book 1) Royal Hottie (Book 2)
Royal Darling (Book 3) Royal Charmer (Book 4) Royal Player (Book 5) Royal Shark (Book 6) Rogue Prince
(Book 7) Rogue Gentleman (Book 8) Rogue Rascal (Book 9) Rogue Angel (Book 10) Rogue Devil (Book 11)
Rogue Beast (Book 12) Happy Endings Book Club Series Hidden Hollywood (Book 1) Inviting Trouble (Book
2) So Revealing (Book 3) Formal Arrangement (Book 4) Bad Boy Done Wrong (Book 5) Mess With Me (Book
6) Resisting Fate (Book 7) Chance of Romance (Book 8) Wicked Flirt (Book 9) An Inconvenient Plan (Book
10) A Happy Endings Wedding (Book 11) Clover Park Series The Opposite of Wild (Book 1) Daisy Does It All
(Book 2) Bad Taste in Men (Book 3) Kissing Santa (Book 4) Restless Harmony (Book 5) Not My Romeo
(Book 6) Rev Me Up (Book 7) An Ambitious Engagement (Book 8) Clutch Player (Book 9) A Tempting
Friendship (Book 10) Clover Park Bride: Nico and Lily’s Wedding A Valentine’s Day Gift (Book 11) Maggie
Meets Her Match (Book 12) Clover Park STUDS Series Almost Over It (Book 1) Almost Married (Book 2)
Almost Fate (Book 3) Almost in Love (Book 4) Almost Romance (Book 5) Almost Hitched (Book 6) Keywords:
contemporary romance, romantic comedy, chick lit, funny romance, humorous romance, humorous fiction,
women's fiction, romance for dog lovers, series romance, series, family sagas, romance series, romance,
romantic, family life, dating, unleashed romance, unleashed romance series, humor, marriage, love, family
life, friendship, Kylie Gilmore, USA Today bestselling author, sagas, romantic comedy series, frenemies to
lovers romance, steamy romance, alpha male, billionaire, romance series, new romance, romance books,
new release, small town romance, smart romance, hot romance, kylie gilmore romance, billionaire
romance, romcom, steamy romance, romance series, romance books, smart romance, hot romance, kylie
gilmore romance, beach read, romcom, long romance series, new release, new romance, new romcom
A Moment Like You - Claudia Burgoa 2020-08-13
I hate my boss. He’s the devil in disguise—but I just can’t seem to stay away. When my employer Henry
Aldridge is set to claim a large inheritance from his deceased father, he drags me along with him—because
he needs his assistant. I have no choice but to move across the country with Satan’s bastard and stay with
him for over a year in order to pay for my mother’s debts. Henry drags me to a small town where everyone
knows your business and to a family that’s more broken than close. The Aldridge brothers are handsome,
arrogant, and sinful. They’re also too much to handle. Henry’s dad lost his mind before he died, and the
apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. I don’t know how I’ll survive for eighteen months with this man. Except
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you should never judge a book by its cover. And Henry Aldridge has more hiding beneath the surface than I
ever thought possible… The Baker’s Creek Billionaire Brothers series is a romantic comedy saga packed
with the perfect mix of angst, tears, and laughs. If you like strong heroines & alpha males, steamy
romances and witty love stories, this series is for you!
A Spring Affair - Milly Johnson 2009-04-06
From the Sunday Times bestseller comes a stunning novel that will warm your heart ‘The feeling you get
when you read a Milly Johnson book should be bottled and made available on the NHS’ Debbie Johnson
'Clear your house and clear your mind. Don't let life's clutter dictate to you. Throw it away and take back
the control!' When Lou Winter picks up a dog-eared magazine in the dentist's waiting room and spots an
article about clearing clutter, she little realises how it will change her life. What begins as an earnest spring
clean soon spirals out of control. Lou's loved ones grow disgruntled. Why is clearing out cupboards
suddenly more important than making his breakfast, her husband Phil wonders? The truth is, the more
rubbish Lou lets go of, the more light and air can get to those painful, closed-up places at the centre of her
heart. Even lovely Tom Broom, the man who delivers Lou's skips, starts to grow concerned about his
sweetest customer. But Lou is a woman on a mission, and not even she knows where it will end . . . Praise
for Milly Johnson: 'Every time you discover a new Milly book, it’s like finding a pot of gold' heat 'A glorious,
heartfelt novel' Rowan Coleman ‘Absolutely loved it. Milly's writing is like getting a big hug with just the
right amount of bite underneath. I was rooting for Bonnie from the start' Jane Fallon ‘Bursting with warmth
and joie de vivre’ Jill Mansell ‘Warm, optimistic and romantic’ Katie Fforde
Gods of Tin - James Salter 2010-05-21
A singular life often circles around a singular moment, an occasion when one's life in the world is defined
forever and the emotional vocabulary set. For the extraordinary writer James Salter, this moment was
contained in the fighter planes over Korea where, during his young manhood, he flew more than one
hundred missions. James Salter is considered one of America's greatest prose stylists. ''The Arm of Flesh
''(later revised and retitled ''Cassada'') and his first novel, ''the Hunters, ''are legendary in military circles
for their descriptions of flying and aerial combat. A former Air Force pilot who flew F-86 fighters in Korea,
Salter writes with matchless insight about the terror and exhilaration of the pilot's life.
Good To Be Bad - Lauren Blakely 2021-04-24
It was only supposed to be one time. But that red-hot one night stand from the party? The sexy man in the
suit who gave me more Os in a few hours than I've had in a year?Turns out my charming British stranger is
keeping a little secret.He's as much of a whiz in the kitchen as he is in the bedroom and soon we'll be going
head-to-head in NYC's biggest bake off.My one-time lover is now my enemy. I vow to loathe him for all
eternity, though that would be easier if I wasn't dying to get naked with him again. But the more I learn
more about my rival, the more I suspect he just might be everything I've wanted...If only I knew how to let
him in...
Wer Liebe Sät (Die Sullivans Aus New York 3) - Bella Andre 2019-09-05
A Deal with the Devil - Amelia Wilde 2021-03-30
A man can only have one great love, and mine was the sea. Until I pulled a half-drowned heiress out of the
water. Until I kept her as mine. Until I hurt her to prove I didn’t love her. Now we’re surrounded.
Dangerous pirates want to use her for their own purposes. I won’t give her up that easy. I have a lifetime of
treasure to protect. But with the ship going down, there’s only one thing I want to save. Her. A Deal with
the Devil is book two in the Devil trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde. The Devil and the
Deep Blue Sea must be read first.
Waiting (The Making of Riley Paige—Book 2) - Blake Pierce 2018-10-08
“A masterpiece of thriller and mystery! The author did a magnificent job developing characters with a
psychological side that is so well described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for
their success. The plot is very intelligent and will keep you entertained throughout the book. Full of twists,
this book will keep you awake until the turn of the last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(re Once Gone) WAITING (The Making of Riley Paige—Book Two) is book #2 in a new psychological thriller
series by #1 bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose free bestseller Once Gone (Book #1) has received over
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1,000 five star reviews. Brilliant 22 year old FBI intern Riley Paige struggles to decode the riddles of the
sadistic serial killer dubbed by media as the “clown killer”—but finds it all becomes too personal when she
herself, targeted, is in a battle for her life. Recent college graduate Riley Paige is accepted into the
prestigious FBI summer internship program, and is determined to make a name for herself. Exposed to
many departments of the FBI, she thinks it will be a quiet summer—until a serial killer holds Washington by
suspense. Dubbed the “clown killer,” he dressed and paints his victims as clowns, and mocks the FBI with
tantalizing riddles in the media. He leaves everyone to wonder: is he a clown himself? It seems that only
Riley has the mind brilliant enough to decode the answers. And yet the journey into this killer’s mind is too
dark—and the battle too personal—for Riley to come out unscathed. Can she win this deadly game of cat
and mouse? An action-packed thriller with heart-pounding suspense, WAITING is book #2 in a riveting new
series that will leave you turning pages late into the night. It takes readers back 20 plus years—to how
Riley’s career began—and is the perfect complement to the ONCE GONE series (A Riley Paige Mystery),
which includes 13 books and counting. Book #3 in THE MAKING OF RILEY PAIGE series is also now
available!
Airbus A320: An Advanced Systems Guide - Ben Riecken 2019-06-13
This iPad interactive book is an indispensable tool for pilots seeking the Airbus A320 type rating. This study
guide offers an in-depth systems knowledge with pictures, videos and schematics not found in other
publications. It is packed with detailed and useful information to prepare any candidate for command and
responsibility of the A320 equipped with IAE or CFM engines.
Ride Me Dirty - Vanessa Vale 2017-04-06
Catherine is forced to choose the life she really wants: the big-city lawyer or the small town cowgirl with
two men who want to take her for a very dirty ride. Her life’s in New York. The property she’s inherited is
in Bridgewater, Montana. Going back to the town she visited every summer as a child stirs up long
forgotten memories and a girlhood crush, on not one teen-turned-hot-cowboy, but two. Jack and Sam.
Fortunately for her, in Bridgewater, one cowboy’s never enough. KEYWORDS: romance books,
contemporary romance, small town, new adult romance, best friends, cowboy romance, western romance,
menage, mfm romance, marriage and family, series starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga,
romantic family saga, bestseller romance, steamy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love
books, kissing books, emotional journey, captivating romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, second chance romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon, funny romance, modern romance, forbidden
romance, enemies to lovers, childhood crush, friends to lovers, one night stand, second chance romance,
hidden romance, strong alpha, alpha hero, family business, strong female lead, workplace romance, strong
heroine, family secrets, top romance reads, best seller, New Adult, Romance books free, romance novels,
love story, alpha, angst, American western, Montana, unrequited love, coming of age, adult romance,
mature romance, rodeo, sports, heartbreak, tear jerker, first person, breakup, redemption, strong woman,
contemporary women, full length, girl power, steamy, banter, angsty, first love, romance series, series,
circle of friends, college, found family, mistaken identity, grumpy hero, historical, American historical
western, historical cowboy, mail order bride, marriage of convenience, paranormal romance, shifter
romance, cowboy shifter, werewolf, fated mates, country westerns. Readers also enjoyed books by: Ann
Mayburn, Anna Zaires, B.J. Daniels, Carly Phillips, Carrie Ann Ryan, Cat Johnson, Catherine Cowles, Chelle
Bliss, Cherise Sinclair, Cheyenne McCray, Claudia Burgoa, Debra Holt, Devney Perry, Diana Palmer, Esther
E. Schmidt, Genevieve Turner, Helen Hardt, Jane Henry, Janet Dailey, Jeanne St. James, Jenna Jacob,
Jennifer Ryan, Julia Sykes, Kennedy Fox, Kim Loraine, Lani Lynn Vale, Lauren Blakely, Lauren Landish,
Laylah Roberts, Lexi Blake, Linda Lael Miller, Lindsay McKenna, Lorelei James, Lori Wilde, Maisy Yates,
Max Monroe, Megan March, Melissa Foster, Nicole Snow, Penelope Ward, Renee Rose, Samantha Madisen,
Shayla Black, Sophie Oak, Stephanie Rowe, Susan Stoker, Vi Keeland, Vivian Arend, Willa Nash, Willow
Winters
London Dynasty - Geneva Lee 2021-05-25
Kerrigan Belmond has everything I don’t have. A name that opens doors, more money than god, an Oxford
education, and rumors that she’s caught the eye of Spencer Byrd, the heir to one of England’s most
powerful aristocratic families. I’m an orphan, running from a tragedy I can’t face. Being mistaken for her is
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flattering until her father arrives at my door with an indecent proposal. His daughter has fled her perfect
life, and he wants me to step into her shoes until she can be coaxed back to her pedestal. The arrangement
is simple. For one year, I will be Kerrigan Belmond. The perfect daughter. The charming socialite. The ideal
future wife. For one year, I will do anything she would do. And for one year, I will keep the attention of
Spencer at all costs. I can’t say no, but as soon as I meet Spencer and his brother I realize the mistake I’ve
made. To the outside world, the Byrds are London society and Spencer is the golden boy groomed to
become prime minister. Behind closed doors, his family is as twisted and tangled as the web I’m walking
into. Spencer demands loyalty. He expects discretion. And he’s ready to claim the woman he’s been
promised in every way. Keeping him happy means I might lose more than a year of my life, but I can’t turn
down the proposition. Not with what the Belmonds have promised me in return. They say everyone has a
price. I know mine. Ten million pounds.
Taken by the Duke - Jess Michaels 2013-07-02
The steamy first book in The Pleasure Wars series by USA Today Bestselling Historical Romance Author
Jess Michaels Amid all the lies and scandals that fuel Society’s gossip mill, one truth has stood out: House
Rothcastle and House Windbury have always hated each other. Lady Ava Windbury prays the feud will
someday end, to no avail. One dreadful night, her brother accidentally causes the death of Christian
Rothcastle’s sister, a tragedy that leaves both men maimed. Consumed by grief, Christian makes a grim
decision. He will kidnap Lady Ava so that her family will feel the pain of loss as keenly as he feels the loss of
his own sister. But once he has Ava in his clutches, desire takes unexpected hold. Even more surprising, she
willingly surrenders to his every sexual whim—after haggling over the terms of giving up her virginity. Too
late, he realizes she is using her body for peace, not war. But just as their affair of revenge turns into an
affair of the heart, the past rears its ugly head to take matters into its own hands… Length: Full Length
Novel Heat Level: Naughty, naughty CW: Violent accident (on page), abuse (described) This book is the first
book in The Pleasure Wars series.
Black Rules - Charlotte Byrd 2018-06-27
We don’t belong together. I should have never seen him again after our first night together. But I crave
him. I’m addicted to him. He is my dark pleasure. Mr. Black is Aiden. Aiden is Mr. Black. Two sides of the
same person. Aiden is kind and sweet. Mr. Black is demanding and rule-oriented. When he invites me back
to his yacht, I can’t say no. Another auction. Another bid. I’m supposed to be his. But then everything goes
wrong…. Praise for Charlotte Byrd “This series thrilled me from the first page and had me completely
engrossed. The pacing and plot was excellent. It had the perfect amount of twists and turns, luring me into
the fantasy of this amazing book. The story was well-crafted, starting off with characters I fell in love with. I
instantaneously bonded with the heroine and of course Mr. Black. YUM. It's sexy, it's sassy, it's steamy. It's
everything. I loved every second of it and was so thrilled to have had such a treat.” - Khardine Gray,
bestselling romance author "Her words make me ache and yearn for more." - Dancer in the Dark "The story
is dark and enticing, taking me deeper into a world from which I never want to emerge." - Lover of Alpha
"Addictive and damaged, their love burns slowly but deeply." - Heroes and Alphas “Their chemistry sizzles
right from the beginning. He's the gorgeous and dangerous stranger we all need in our life." - Making
Words Up "Her words made me fall in love. It slayed me!" - Sizzling Books "Left my head spinning! I never
wanted it to end!" - Heartbreakers and Heroes
Death in Florence (A Year in Europe—Book 2) - Blake Pierce 2021-03-30
“When you think that life cannot get better, Blake Pierce comes up with another masterpiece of thriller and
mystery! This book is full of twists, and the end brings a surprising revelation. Strongly recommended for
the permanent library of any reader who enjoys a very well-written thriller.” --Books and Movie Reviews (re
Almost Gone) DEATH IN FLORENCE is book #2 in a charming new cozy mystery series by USA Today
bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose #1 bestseller Once Gone has received 1,500 five-star reviews. The
series (A YEAR IN EUROPE) begins with book #1 (A MURDER IN PARIS). Diana Hope, 55, is still adjusting
to her recent separation when she discovers her ex-husband has just proposed to a woman 30 years
younger. Secretly hoping they would reunite, Diana is devastated. She realizes the time has come to
reimagine life without him—in fact, to reimagine her life, period. Devoting the last 30 years of her life to
being a dutiful wife and mother and to climbing the corporate ladder, Diana has been relentlessly driven,
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and has not taken a moment to do anything for herself. Now, the time has come. Diana never forgot her
first boyfriend, who begged her to join him for a year in Europe after college. She had wanted to go so
badly, but it had seemed like a wild, romantic idea, and a gap year, she’d thought, would hinder her resume
and career. But now, with her daughters grown, her husband gone, and her career no longer fulfilling,
Diana realizes it’s time for herself—and to take that romantic year in Europe she’d always dreamed of.
Diana prepares to embark on the year of her life, finally turning to her bucket list, hoping to tour the most
beautiful sights and sample the most scrumptious cuisines—and maybe, even, to fall in love again. But a
year in Europe may have different plans in store for her. Can A-type Diana learn to go with the flow, to be
spontaneous, to let down her guard and to learn to truly enjoy life again? In DEATH IN FLORENCE (Book
#2), Diana arrives in Florence, ready to shake off the events of Paris and fulfill her lifelong dream of being
proposed to on the romantic Ponte Vecchio bridge. But Diana can never possibly anticipate what she is
about to find on that bridge, and how it may just turn her romantic dream into a ridiculous nightmare! A
YEAR IN EUROPE is a charming and laugh-out-loud cozy mystery series, packed with food and travel, with
mysteries that will leave you on the edge of your seat, and with experiences that will leave you with a sense
of wonder. As Diana embarks on her quixotic quest for love and meaning, you will find yourself falling in
love and rooting for her. You will be in shock at the twists and turns her journey takes as she somehow
finds herself at the center of a mystery, and must play amateur sleuth to solve it. Fans of books like Eat,
Pray, Love and Under the Tuscan Sun have finally found the cozy mystery series they’ve been hoping for!
Book #3 (VENGEANCE IN VIENNA) in the series is now also available!
A Rich Man's Whim - Lynne Graham 2013-04-23
A month with the ruthless Russian… Kat Marshall has sacrificed everything for her younger sisters. And
with money tighter than ever, she's in desperate need of help. Innocent Kat has hidden her dreams away
until she meets enigmatic Russian, Mikhail Kusnirovich, whose outrageous offer could make them all come
true…. Billionaire Mikhail doesn't have dreams. He has money, lots of it, and he always gets what he wants.
Bedding Kat should be easy, but the tempting redhead is impossible to seduce! So Mikhail offers to pay off
her debts—in exchange for a month on his yacht, and in his cabin, virginity included!
Texas Lonely - Jean Brashear 2014-12-03
Mitch Gallagher is a loner, down to the bone. Banished at sixteen from everything and everyone he held
dear, he's an intensely private man whose rusty, unused heart long ago gave up on love. Fragile Perrie
Matheson is on the run to protect her beloved son. Too ill to travel further with a winter storm on the way,
she has no choice but to gamble her child's safety on a man who wants only to be left alone. But during
days spent together in the mountain cabin, Mitch and Perrie each find surprises in store...and all the
reasons they should stay apart battle with the yearnings of hearts too long denied love.
Spencer's Cove - Missouri Vaun 2019-02-12
Successful mystery author Foster Owen hasn’t finished a manuscript in three years and her writer’s block
shows no signs of retreating. When the bills start piling up, an unexpected offer to ghost write a memoir for
an heiress on the West Coast seems like too good an opportunity to ignore. Painfully shy Abigail Spencer
has just returned from studying abroad. The sprawling estate she inherited from her parents includes a
crumbling mansion rumored to be haunted and a historic lighthouse nestled along the remote northern
Pacific coast. When the executor of the Spencer estate hires Foster to write the history of the family, Foster
and Abby are drawn together as they peel back layers of history and uncover a story of lives adrift, secrets
long hidden, and ancient ties to witchcraft. Can truths from the past help love blossom in the present?
Hostage - Skye Warren 2018-01-30
I never knew when he¿d come to me. Only that he would.
In the Tycoon's Debt (Mills & Boon Modern) - Emily McKay 2010-01-01
Runaway bride – back in his bed!
Wicked Flirt - Kylie Gilmore 2018-07-25
When event planner Lexi Judson finds herself unemployed and desperate for work, she approaches the last
man she'd ever want to do business with: smoking hot Marcus Shepard, bar owner and legendary player.
But desperate times call for networking with panty-melting man candy. The good news? He says yes to
hiring her for a fantastic event. The bad news? The job comes with some incredibly uncomfortable strings.
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Lexi thinks she can handle it, until Marcus changes the rules and asks for far more than she bargained for.
The man is wicked, dangerous, unrelenting. The absolute worst. He wants to romance her. Happy Endings
Book Club Series Book 1: Hidden Hollywood Book 2: Inviting Trouble Book 3: So Revealing Book 4: Formal
Arrangement Book 5: Bad Boy Done Wrong Book 6: Mess With Me Book 7: Resisting Fate Book 8: Chance
of Romance Book 9: Wicked Flirt Book 10: An Inconvenient Plan Book 11: A Happy Endings Wedding
Accent On Achievement - John O'Reilly 1998-07
Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will excite and stimulate your
students through full-color pages and the most complete collection of classics and world music in any band
method. The comprehensive review cycle in books 1 & 2 will ensure that students remember what they
learn and progress quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises, chorales, scale exercises, and 11
full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3 includes progressive technical, rhythmic studies
and chorales in all 12 major and minor keys. Also included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass
instrument range and flexibility. Accent on Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National Standards for
music education, grades five through eight. This title is available in SmartMusic.
Accent on Achievement, Trombone - John O'Reilly 1998-05
Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will excite and stimulate your
students through full-color pages and the most complete collection of classics and world music in any band
method. The comprehensive review cycle in books 1 & 2 will ensure that students remember what they
learn and progress quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises, chorales, scale exercises, and 11
full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3 includes progressive technical, rhythmic studies
and chorales in all 12 major and minor keys. Also included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass
instrument range and flexibility. Accent on Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National Standards for
music education, grades five through eight. This title is available in SmartMusic.
The Devil of Echo Lake - Douglas Wynne 2012-10-19
Billy Moon would have given his life for rock 'n' roll stardom, but the Devil doesn’t come that cheap. Goth
rock idol Billy Moon has it all: money, fame, and a different girl in every city. But he also has a secret, one
that goes all the way back to the night he almost took his own life. The night Trevor Rail, a shadowy record
producer with a flair for the dark and esoteric, agreed to make him a star. . . for a price. Now Billy has
come to Echo Lake Studios to create the record that will make him a legend. A dark masterpiece like only
Trevor Rail can fashion. But the woods of Echo Lake have a dark past, a past that might explain the
mysterious happenings in the haunted church that serves as Rail’s main studio. As the pressure mounts on
Billy to fulfill Rail's vision, it becomes clear that not everyone will survive the project. It's time the Devil of
Echo Lake had his due, and someone will have to pay.
Se Busca Mujer - Alison Fraser 1999-02-01
Enticing Her Unexpected Bridegroom - Catherine Hemmerling 2016-01-25
Sarah Jardin has been quite dreadfully in love with David Rochester her whole life. As the youngest of five
daughters, her family and society neglect her. She’s outspoken, brash, and terribly ungraceful. In short, not
at all a lady...until she’s taken under the benevolent wing of Lady Lancaster and invited to join the Young
Ladies Garden Society. But Sarah’s new life—filled with the mysteries and intrigues of high society—is
interrupted by an unexpected scandal. Her scandal. In a moment of kindness, David comforts her...and they
are discovered and forced to marry. Even as the newlyweds must come to terms with their new
arrangement, they find themselves drawn into the investigation of a dangerous conspiracy. With life and
love on the line, their unexpected marriage will either end in rapture...or ruin. Each book in the Lady
Lancaster Garden Society series is STANDALONE: * Taming Her Forbidden Earl * Romancing His English
Rose * Tempting Her Reluctant Viscount * Enticing Her Unexpected Bridegroom * A Rogue For Emily
Her Russian Master - Renee Rose 2017-12-18
MY PRISONER. MY OBSESSION. MY SUNSHINE. I can't stay away from her. I don't care if I get whacked
by the mob. Or fired from the FBI. There's no way I'm letting her get hurt. Hell, if any of them touch her, I'll
blow my cover in a second. She's my solnishko. Her brother's a scumbag. He owes the don money. The don
sends me to collect my pound of flesh, but I want more than a pound. I want her.
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rescue?
The Lies She Told - Denise Grover Swank 2021-06-08
The fifth book in the Wall Street Journal bestselling Carly Moore series.
Kemp: Passage at Arms - Jonathan Lunn 2018-04-23
A brilliant medieval action thriller perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell, Matthew Harffy and Giles Kristian.
It is 1347 and the French, after a crushing defeat at Crécy, are licking their wounds while their king raises
a new army. Locked into a fruitless siege, the English are camped in the marshes around Calais. Among
them is foot soldier and archer Martin Kemp, whose dreams of serving his king and reliving the chivalrous
adventures of King Arthur’s Knights of the Round Table are tempered by the gory and brutal reality of siege
warfare. Having narrowly escaped death in a surprise attack from the French, Kemp sees a chance for a
reprieve when a shaky truce is signed. But can there really be peace for a man like Kemp? Kemp: Passage
at Arms is packed with authentic period detail and narrative verve, and cements Jonathan Lunn’s reputation
as one of the most entertaining historical thriller writers working today.
The Vet from Snowy River - Stella Quinn 2021-06-01
A hot vet. A rebellious teenager. And meddling but well-meaning townsfolk. Vera gets more than she
bargains for when she runs off to a new life in the country ... A fresh and funny rural romance, perfect for
readers of Alissa Callen and Rachael Johns. Vera De Rossi no longer believes in love ... And thanks to her
ex-boyfriend she's also broke, jobless, and staring down the barrel of a court case that could land her in
prison. Turning to her talent for baking, Vera opens a cafe in Hanrahan, a cosy tourist town in the foothills
of the Snowy Mountains. Josh Cody, once Hanrahan's golden boy, escaped sixteen years ago with gossip
hard on his heels and a pregnant girlfriend in tow. Now he's back: a qualified veterinarian - and a single
dad with a lot to prove. A new start and a grumpy teenage daughter ... it's a lot to juggle, and there's no
room in his life for further complications. But that's before he walks into The Billy Button Cafe and meets
its prickly owner ... Reeling from the past, Vera has no intention of being sidetracked by the hot vet with a
killer smile. But fate has a way of tripping up our best intentions and between a stray cat and a busybody
with a heart of gold, this is a town - a family - unlike any other. And, whether Vera wants it or not, is there
anything a family won't do to help one of its own? PRAISE: 'The perfect feel-good blend of warmth, wit and
small-town charm. This debut will leave you smiling.' Alissa Callen bestselling author of Snowy Mountains
Daughter

Eine Nacht Voller Seligkeit (Sexy Romance) - Bella Andre 2021-08-26
Riverford Shifters Collection: Vol . One (Books 1 - 2) - Cristina Rayne 2015-05-16
A new shifter romance series from New York Times & USA Today Bestselling author Cristina Rayne
*Previously published as Transformation, Revelation, Ramification, and Infiltration. Book One: Tempted by
the Jaguar Kylie Moore has a secret, one she and her adoptive father have carefully guarded for over a
decade since the night her parents disappeared. However, when she is randomly attacked one night in her
apartment complex's parking lot, that one violent act sets in motion events that reveal not only her longdormant shifter heritage in the worst possible way, but could also railroad her efforts of finding out what
really happened to her parents. Suddenly finding herself the center of attention among Riverford's shifter
clans, Kylie's only hope of navigating such a dangerous minefield of politics and perpetual battles over
territory is Hunter, a too-sexy-for-her-peace-of-mind jaguar shifter that might be her key to gaining insider
access to the hidden and secretive shifter society. Now Kylie must decide whether to integrate more deeply
into Hunter's jaguar clan in order to take advantage of this rare opportunity or to run while her secret still
remains uncovered. To stay would mean deliberately putting herself in more danger than Kylie may be
prepared to handle, especially when Hunter, the person she must rely on, may be hiding something as well.
Book Two: Accepting the Jaguar Kylie knew from the beginning that getting romantically involved with
Hunter was an extremely bad idea, and now because of the Pandora’s Box she inadvertently blew wide open
in order to protect him, more than just Hunter may now determine the consequences she and those she
loves will ultimately end up paying. Contains strong adult content and language. Search Terms:
Multicultural romance, New Adult, jaguar shifter romance, Werejaguar, fantasy romance, Paranormal
Romance Boxed Sets, Paranormal Romance, Werewolves & Shifters, werelion, Paranormal romance
collections, paranormal shifter romance, cat shifter romance, urban fantasy romance, paranormal romantic
suspense, shifter romance
Mia's Scandal - Michelle Reid 2010-07-01
Billionaire Oscar Balfour’s daughters are the darlings of the tabloid press – so it’s no surprise that the
arrival of an illegitimate Balfour girl sends the gossip columns wild! Mia needs to learn the gilt-edged ways
of his world fast. Brooding Greek tycoon Nikos takes her on as his personal assistant. Can he come to her
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